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Abstract 

This paper aims to provide a critique of commonsense nationalism by means of critiquing the 

intrinsic argument for the conational partiality thesis. I.e. the thesis that we ought to, in our 

moral deliberation, prioritize our conationals. In particular the argument that we have 

associative duties towards our conationals in virtue of the intrinsic value of our conational 

relationship. Prima facie the intrinsic argument is understood as the most plausible vehicle for 

the normative claims of commonsense nationalism. The particular accounts of the intrinsic 

argument that are chosen are the accounts espoused by Thomas Hurka and David Miller 

respectively. Very simply put, the accounts argue that the conational relationship is 

intrinsically valuable or valued, and this intrinsic value or valuing constitutes a source of 

partiality and associative duties. In the end, it is argued that the accounts either fails with 

regards to their internal plausibility, or in the sense that they do not properly account for the 

normative claims of commonsense nationalism.  The intrinsic argument thus, fails to provide 

a sufficient defense of commonsense nationalism. 

Sammanfattning 

Denna uppsats ämnar att utveckla en kritik mot nationalism så som den förstås i vår 

vardagsmoral, detta genom en kritik mot det s.k. intrinsikala argumentet för nationell 

partiskhet mellan nationsvänner och dess förmåga att utgöra ett försvar för 

vardagsnationalismens normativa anspråk. D.v.s. tesen att vi bör, i vår moraliska deliberation, 

prioritera våra nationsvänner av anledningen att nationen är intrinsikalt värdefull. I synnerhet 

att vi har associativa plikter till våra nationsvänner. Prima facie ansågs det intrinsikala 

argumentet vara det argument som bäst förmedlar den vardagsmoraliska nationalismens 

normativa anspråk. De särskilda försvar av det intrinsikala argumentet som valts ut för denna 

uppsats är det som förespråkas av Thomas Hurka samt det som förespråkas av David Miller. 

Enkelt sammanfattat består deras argument av två påståenden att är nationen är intrinsikalt 

värdefull och att nationens intrinsikala värde rättfärdigar associativa plikter. Slutligen 

argumenteras det att varken Hurkas eller Millers försvar av det intrinsikala argumentet kan 

utgöra ett försvar för den vardagsmoraliska nationalismen normativa anspråk. Detta antingen 

eftersom deras försvar är bristfälliga vad gäller deras inneboende rimlighet eller att de 

otillräckligt kan redogöra för den vardagsmoraliska nationalismens normativa anspråk. 
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Introduction1 

A fairly common notion in ethical theory is the position that ethics concerns all humans and 

all humans equally i.e. ethical universalism (see e.g. Gewirth, 1988, p. 283). Meaning that, 

from the ethical point of view, the identity or relationship you have to a particular person do 

not have a fundamental ethical significance. Contrary to ethical universalism is the notion that 

one ought to prioritize individuals that I stand in special relationship to, a notion that is quite 

predominant in commonsense morality. Members of family, friends and spouses are all 

individuals we stand in special relationship to. In virtue of this they are considered being 

objects of special concern. Another similar common concern is the notion that we, in our 

moral deliberation, ought to prioritize those with which we share a nation. This partiality and 

implying loyalty towards conationals frequently are prevalent in public discourse and its 

manifestations have been both gruesome and liberating in terms of its consequences. In some 

cases, it can unite oppressed groups and serve as a means of dealing with their oppressor, 

while in other cases it can serve as means of oppression and seemingly morally arbitrary 

exclusion. Such nationalist notions arguably are on the rise and perhaps they culminated in 

Donald Trump’s inaugural address after he won the 2016 presidential election. Threats from 

an external intruder was metaphorically and figuratively constructed and the means of dealing 

with this intruder was for the American people to stand together, it was America and 

Americans first: 

We are one nation – and their pain is our pain. Their dreams are our dreams; and their success 

will be our success. We share one heart, one home, and one glorious destiny. […] Every 

decision on trade, on taxes, on immigration, on foreign affairs, will be made to benefit 

American workers and American families. (TWH 2017)  

In this quote Trump expresses two aspects of conational partiality; that policies within nations 

and collective decisions ought to be formulated in such a way that they primarily benefit those 

belonging to the relevant nation. But also, the notion that one ought to, in private morality, 

prioritize the considerations and benefits of one’s conationals, i.e. we have associative duties 

(simply put duties owed in virtue of being in a certain relationship, see section 1.1. for a 

discussion) towards our conationals. This latter aspect of conational partiality will be the 

primary focus of this paper. Consequently, the general aim of this paper will be to assess a 

particular normative claim of conational partiality expressed in commonsense morality, i.e. 

                                                             
1 I am grateful to those commenting on earlier drafts of this paper. Especially the helpful advice and suggestions 

from participants of the final seminar and from my supervisor Sofia Jeppsson. Advice and suggestions that I 

have tried to accommodate for to the best of my ability. 
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the claim that one ought to grant certain priority to one’s conationals in one’s moral 

deliberation. More specifically the claim that we have associative duties towards our 

conationals. The paper’s plausibly is considered relevant in virtue of the fact that proponents 

of the conational partiality thesis often allude to considerations of commonsense morality and 

often espouses a view that we ought to seriously consider the intuitions expressed in 

commonsense morality. For example, one of the authors relevant for this paper, David Miller, 

takes a Humean approach to political and moral philosophy where ordinary beliefs and 

intuitions are given an epistemological privilege and is considered as something that ought to 

be accommodated for in one’s political philosophy. It is furthermore not thought necessary 

that the relevant intuitions have a rational foundation, rather the burden of proof lies on those 

doubting the plausibility of the relevant intuitions and beliefs (Miller, 2005, p. 67).2 

In order to do achieve the its aim, this paper will assess two philosophical accounts of 

conational associative duties in relation to how they can serve as a plausible defense of the 

relevant normative claims inherent in what will be denoted as commonsense nationalism. The 

chosen vehicles of commonsense nationalism are two versions of the so-called intrinsic 

argument for conational associative duties. Accounts that somehow relies on a notion of the 

intrinsic value/valuing of the conational relationship and this value/valuing constituting a 

legitimate source of associative duties. The particular accounts will be one that have already 

been mentioned, i.e. the one espoused by David Miller (1995; 2005) and a second account 

espoused by Thomas Hurka (1997). Miller provides a Millsian argument for the intrinsic 

value of the nation and thus the conational relationship. From the, as he understands it, fact 

that people intrinsically value their nation, nationality and conational relationship, he argues 

that it is plausible to assume that the conational relationship is intrinsically valuable until 

proven otherwise (Miller, 2005, p. 67). Hurka (1997) takes a different approach and provides 

an objective foundation for the intrinsic value of the conational relationship by arguing that 

conational associative duties (i.e. associative duties between conationals) are justified insofar 

that the conational relationship involves a mutually beneficial past. 

Whether or not the accounts can sufficiently serve as a defense of commonsense nationalism, 

will be assessed on two dimensions: their internal plausibility and to what extent they can 

                                                             
2 For a discussion of this approach with regards to conational partiality within modern nation states see 

(Weinstock, 2000, especially p. 135-139; p. 143-148) 
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properly accommodate for commonsense nationalism and its relevant normative claims. The 

assessment will be structured by means of the following questions: 

(i) Can the relevant versions of the intrinsic argument for conational associative duties 

accommodate for the normative claims of commonsense nationalism? 

(ii)a. Is the conational relationship intrinsically valuable/is it justified to intrinsically value 

one’s conational relationship? 

(ii)b. Do the intrinsic value/valuing of the conational relationship constitute a plausible source 

of associative duties? 

Question (i) will be dealt with throughout the assessment of Hurka’s and Miller’s 

argumentation, while (ii)a. and (ii)b. will be dealt with separately and are posed with the 

intention to target the internal plausibility of the relevant versions of the intrinsic argument. 

The paper will be structured in the following way: the first section will present the claims of 

commonsense nationalism and thus stating the criteria necessary to fulfil in order for the 

intrinsic argument to constitute a defense of it. The claims of commonsense nationalism will 

further be contextualized within a broader debate of partiality and presenting the debates 

relevant terminology. While also giving reasons for why notions of partiality in general ought 

to be taken seriously. Furthermore, the conational partiality thesis and the intrinsic argument 

for associative duties will be spelled out in detail. While the specific accounts of the intrinsic 

argument will be presented. The second section will provide a critique concerning the 

particular accounts conception of the intrinsic value of the conational relationship. This will 

be done by assessing their internal plausibility and to what extent the relevant understanding 

of the conational relationships intrinsic value can accommodate for commonsense 

nationalism. The third and last part will assess to what extent the particular understandings of 

the intrinsic value of the conational relationship are plausible sources of associative duties and 

also to what extent it can accommodate for commonsense nationalism. 

In the end it will be argued that neither of the accounts are successful in providing a defense 

of commonsense nationalism. This is concluded in virtue of them either lacking internal 

plausibility or that they do not accommodate for the particular normative claims of 

commonsense nationalism. 
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1. The Normative Claims of Commonsense Nationalism 

With commonsense nationalism, I mean the nationalist normative notions that are possible to 

locate and that subsequently are expressed in commonsense morality. This does however not 

mean that it is a normative notion that by necessity is held by a majority of “common people”. 

Rather what is particularly denoted is the normative nationalist notions that “common 

people”, when holding such notions, hold and does so in an unreflective way. What I 

furthermore am not talking about is the explicitly chauvinistic kind of nationalism. I.e. the 

kind of nationalism that entails a belief of superiority to other nations and people. This since 

this kind of nationalism is not particularly interesting in terms of its moral validity and thus of 

no theoretical interest. As already mentioned, this paper aims to scrutinize the claim that one 

is justified to be particularly concerned with one’s conationals compared to non-conationals, 

this in a sense sufficiently significant to justify associative duties. This normative claim I 

understand to consist of the following underlying claims: (i) we have associative duties to our 

conationals; (ii) the relevant duties cannot be reduced to the non-intrinsic (i.e. extrinsic or 

instrumental) benefits of conational associative duties – it is something special about 

conationals in the same sense that family is special; (iii) conationals and nations have 

distinguishing features that separates them from other communities; (iv) a majority (if not 

almost every nation with very few exceptions) of the nation’s existing today are justified 

sources of conational associative duties.  

The reasoning behind the above-given criteria are the following. Considering (i), to say that 

commonsense nationalism merely allows or regards conational partiality as supererogatory or 

morally valuable seems very weak and does not capture the demanding tendency of 

conational partiality. For example, I consider it rather implausible to argue that people in 

general saying that Swedes have a special normative bond to other Swedes, also holds that it 

is merely allowed for them to prioritize Swedes ahead of foreigners, or that it would be good 

if they did so. For example, on an individual level it is not at all obvious that prioritizing 

conationals ahead of foreigners is in your self-interest. Consequently, if commonsense 

nationalism also entail a strong desire that most conationals should act in accordance with 

their nationalistic normative convictions, it is necessary for commonsense nationalism to 

prescribe associative duties rather than merely allow reasons of conational partiality. For 

similar reasons, I regard (ii) as plausible. To argue that we have derivative reasons to help 

conationals seems to be a mischaracterization of the relationship in a similar way that family 

members have associative duties to each other in virtue of discharging more general duties 
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(see e.g. Williams, 1981, p.18 and section 1.1.). Quite separate from the non-intrinsic benefits 

from the relevant special relationship, it is, to my knowledge, commonly understood that the 

relationship in question is the direct rather than the mediating source of associative duties. I 

regard (iii) as necessary, since commonsense nationalism regards nationality and one’s 

conationals as special and furthermore, they will often understand the conational partiality as 

trumping other possible forms of partiality. If it did not, it is not obvious to what extent the 

national community e.g. should have unique claims to statehood rather than other 

communities such as e.g. gay communities. Thus, also accommodating for the normative 

notion that the state and the nation should be congruent (Gellner, 1983, p.1). Consequently, in 

order to accommodate for that notion, the relevant justification for the conational partiality 

thesis need to be able to discern the conational relationship from different but similar 

relationships lacking such claims. The last criteria (iv), I regard as justified by the following 

reasoning: individuals holding the normative claims of commonsense nationalism do so in 

relation to the world as it currently exists. In that sense when they hold views supportive of 

conational associative duties, they are holding views about conational associative duties in our 

world as it exists. It is thus plausible to assume that they also hold that most currently existing 

nations, are nations that will be justified sources of conational associative duties.  

1.1. Partiality and its Ethical Significance  

An important aspect of the conational partiality thesis is that concerns of partiality are 

ethically significant and warranted. If concerns of partiality are ethically unwarranted, the 

argument that we associative duties towards our conationals will not even get off the ground. 

In the second book of An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, William Goodwin espouses a 

radically contrary position to the one that we have associative duties. He asks us to consider a 

burning building. In it we have François Fénelon, the author of Télémaque and a common 

chambermaid. We can only save one – who should we save? Goodwin’s answer is that we in 

all times should be guided by what produces the greatest happiness in society and thus 

Fénelon is the one we ought to save. But what if the chambermaid was our wife, mother or 

sister? Would that change anything? Once again Goodwin argues that we ought to prefer 

Fénelon since our actions ought to be guided by the first-order impartiality described above, 

i.e. we ought to be guided by what produces the greatest happiness in society and our own 

preferences should not count for more than others (Goodwin, 2013, p. 53). The underlying 

notion of Goodwin’s conclusion, John Cottingham (1981, p. 83) denotes as the ‘impartiality 

thesis’, which is the position that our own interests, members of our community, family etc. 
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ought not be granted any special weight in our moral deliberation. Rather we should, as far as 

possible, adopt a neutral standpoint, meaning that we should detach ourselves from our own 

special desires and involvements when conducting our moral deliberation.  

Goodwin’s conclusion and furthermore the impartiality thesis arguably contradicts a lot of our 

commonsense intuitions about morality. Bernard Williams (1981, p.18) argues, that when 

seeing two drowning people, one being your brother and the other being a stranger, it would 

seem that you have a reason to save both in virtue of them being humans, but you have an 

additional reason to save your brother because he is your brother. A common intuition 

consequently seems to be that we have associative duties and/or reasons, i.e. duties and 

reasons we have in virtue of being in certain forms of relationships or in virtue of us engaging 

in certain forms of interaction. When signing a contract, we have duties in virtue of signing 

that contract, or when we become a parent, we have associative duties in virtue of being a 

parent etc. Associative duties and reasons are contrasted with general duties and reasons, i.e. 

duties and reasons you have towards humans qua humans. Indeed, this seems plausible. When 

considering Goodwin’s burning building example, Cottingham (1986, p. 357) understands a 

parent saving Fénelon rather than his or her child as a “moral leper”, an object of moral 

contempt. Intuitively it is something morally distasteful with a parent leaving her child to die 

in the name of the greater good. It is almost as if the parent in question is seriously 

disconnected from her moral predicament and has seriously misconstrued its most basic 

implications. Partiality consequently seem to have ethical significance and it is plausible to 

argue that we have at least some associative duties and reasons. 

To say that associative duties and reason matter and furthermore have a serious part to play in 

our moral deliberation is not to say that all instances of partiality are morally justified. There 

are, what Simon Caney (1996, p. 127) denotes as obnoxious identities that do not constitute a 

justified source of partiality. One of the most obvious cases of unjustified partiality is racist 

forms of identity and its implying chauvinistic and racially motivated partiality. If we 

reimagine the burning building, but instead of a famous archbishop and one’s child in it is a 

white person and a black person. To save the white person rather than black person merely 

based on one’s membership in, what one believes to be, superior white race is morally 

arbitrary, repugnant and furthermore unjustified. However, at the same time, certain 

affirmative action programs arguably are justified in virtue of reasons such as e.g. the 

historical oppression and/or discrimination of a given race. What this would indicate is that 

one need morally acceptable reasons for one’s partiality.   
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One justification for partiality is to argue that we have derivative reasons for partiality, i.e. 

that the best way to e.g. fulfil our general duties are by having associative duties. Henry 

Sidgwick provides an example of this when arguing in The Method of Ethics that the 

contradiction between impartial concerns and associative duties is merely superficial. Arguing 

that the associative duties are maintained by a well-considered application of the utilitarian 

principle (Sidgwick, 1981, p. 439). In a similar but nonetheless significantly different 

derivative way Alan Gewirth (1988, p. 294-295) argues that certain concerns of partiality are 

justified by being instantiations of impartial and universal rights. Other philosophers justify 

associative duties by arguing that the relevant relationship has intrinsic value and that this 

intrinsic value is a sufficient source of partiality. One proponent of such a view is Joseph Raz 

(1989) and when discussing friendship, he argues that: “Friendships ought to be cultivated for 

their own sake. They are intrinsically valuable. At the same time relations between friends, 

the relationship which constitutes friendship, cannot be specified except by reference to the 

duties of friendship.” (Raz, 1989, p. 19). Regardless which one of the justifications above one 

considers to be the most plausible, partiality needs to be justified on ethically relevant 

grounds. In this sense, a proper justification of the conational partiality thesis also ought to be. 

1.2. Patriotism and Nationalism 

To provide a thorough presentation of the conational partiality thesis, it is first necessary to 

explain the difference between patriotism and nationalism. Both of these will entail/prescribe 

certain kinds of associative duties, and often the relevant duties will overlap and quite often 

the justification will do so as well. Nonetheless, they are different concepts that it is 

beneficial, for the clarity of discussion if nothing else, to separate.  

Both nationalism and patriotism entail loyalty or a special concern for a particular object, 

what separates the two is the object of their special concern and loyalty. The patriot is loyal to 

and have a special concern for a country while the nationalist has a special concern and 

loyalty to a nation. Hence, the distinction between patriotism and nationalism requires a 

distinction between ‘nation’ and ‘country’. The definition of ‘country’ is rather hard to pin 

down, but it is plausible understand the object of the patriot’s special concern to be a certain 

geographical area, but also the state controlling or at least have claims of control with regards 

to that area and the people living in that particular geographical area (Primoratz, 2008, p.205-

206). In a sense, it seems to come close to what Max Weber (1991, p. 78) famously argued 

was the defining feature of the state, i.e. the only human community successfully claiming the 

legitimate use of physical force within a given territory. Although perhaps not conclusive, 
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Weber’s characterisation of the state is nonetheless instructive. A country indeed normally 

seems to entail some form of institutional control over a given and delineated territory. 

Gellner (1983, p. 4) further elaborates Weber’s characterization of the state as the “[…] 

specialization and concentration of order maintenance”, the state, for Gellner, is a set of 

institutions with the task of enforcing order. With reservations for that there can be 

exceptions, the working definition of ‘country’ will in this paper refer to the political 

geographical area that is controlled by a state and also the people that have a certain 

association to that area and state. 

The definition of ‘nation’ is contested and not much easier to pin down than the definition of 

‘country’, but the claim that it refers to cultural aspects of our human lives could arguably be 

a good starting point. Yael Tamir (1993, Ch. 2) for example, describes nationalism as a right 

to culture. However, due to the ambiguity of the term ‘culture’ this is an insufficient 

definition. She furthermore argues that national cultures ought to be protected (Tamir, 1993, 

p. 37). Something that would indicate that the nation is a specific kind of culture. Arguably, 

one of the aspects of this particular culture is a political aspiration, as mentioned above, an 

aspiration of achieving the congruency between nation and state (Gellner, 1983, p. 1; Miller, 

1988, p. 648) While Gellner (1983, p. 6) also argues that: 

Two men are of the same nation if and only if they share the same culture, where culture in 

turn means a system of ideas and signs and associations and ways of behaving and 

communicating. 

Aligning with David Miller’s (1995, p.23) view of nationhood, Gellner (1983, p. 7) 

furthermore adds that a mutual recognition of belonging to the same nation is a crucial aspect 

of nationhood. Similarly, Benedict Anderson understands a nation as an imagined community 

meaning that, in the light of very little interaction, the nation ought to be understood through 

the process of an intersubjective imagining conducted through a common mother tongue i.e. 

language (Anderson, 1983, p. 154) but also through one’s particular culture and in addition a 

shared historical experience (Anderson, 1983, CH. 2). We can thus conclude that in a very 

simple understanding of the nation, it is possible to understand it objectively as a particular 

culture, shared historical experience and sometimes a shared language. But it also seems to 

entail some (inter)subjective component such as a mutual recognition of belonging together. 

Nationalism is thus a particular concern and loyalty expressed in relation to the nation as 

described above, while patriotism is a particular concern and loyalty expressed in relation to a 

country as defined above. 
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1.3. The Conational Partiality Thesis 

Above the object of nationalism was defined. Besides a definition of ‘nation’ i.e. the 

nationalist object of special concern, the normative claims of nationalism are crucial for its 

definition. One of these claims are the congruency between nation and state (Gellner, 1983, p. 

1) another the longevity of one’s own particular national culture (Hurka, 1997, p. 144-145). 

An additional normative claim made by nationalism is the claim that nations are communities 

whose members ought to prioritize the interest of other members. Meaning that, in its 

strongest form, we have associative duties to our conationals. 

In the literature concerning conational partiality and relating subjects, the difference between 

conational partiality and compatriot partiality rarely is properly fleshed out. Although, the 

relevant forms of partiality often overlap, I once again deem it important for the sake of 

conceptual clarity to distinguish between the two. Compatriot partiality relates to patriotism 

and concerns relationships within a country, while conational partiality concerns relationships 

within a nation. As stated above, sometimes or perhaps often the normative claims of nations 

and countries will overlap, e.g. when nations have achieved congruency between state and 

nation. However, on a sufficiently regular basis this is not the case. This is illustrated by 

Tamir’s (1993, p. 158) discussion of countries and the so called “Russian doll phenomenon”3. 

However how small, states often contain several different nations with their own normative 

claims. For example, the country Yugoslavia contained several nations, Slovenia, Croatia, 

Bosnia etc. Consequently, whatever associative duties Yugoslavian individuals imagined 

having towards one’s fellow Yugoslavians and thus compatriots could come into conflict with 

the associative duties one had towards conationals. We thus have a theoretical and practical 

reason to separate the different forms of partiality. 

Simply put, in relation to conational partiality it is possible to address two separate questions: 

(i) why is conational partiality justified? And (ii) what kind of duties are owed to conationals 

that are not owed to non-conationals? Furthermore, as Igor Primoratz (2000) notes, but 

regarding patriotism, it is important to distinguish between the questions: is it allowed, 

required or is it morally valuable to prioritize one’s conationals? Different authors will of 

course emphasize different normative aspects of the question of conational partiality. In virtue 

of this paper’s purpose, the focus will be on authors claiming that we have, at least some, 

                                                             
3 The Russian doll phenomenon aims to describe the claim that since every nation-state have inhabitants that are 

members of other nations, the claim that every nation has a right to statehood is implausible. This since we 

would get an almost infinite regress of states in virtue of the sheer number of nations. 
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associative duties (i.e. it is required to prioritize our conationals) in virtue of our conational 

relationships. Furthermore, the reasons why these associative duties are justified will be 

assessed. Specifically, whether the intrinsic value of the conational relationship and 

furthermore the nation is a plausible source of associative duties. This argument is chosen 

since prima facie it seems to be the most likely to accommodate for commonsense 

nationalism and its underlying normative claims.  

1.3.1. The Intrinsic Argument for Conational Associative Duties 

In its most generic form, the intrinsic argument for conational associative duties can roughly 

be understood by means of the following syllogism: 

(i) The conational relationship is intrinsically valuable/we have reason to intrinsically value 

the conational relationship. 

(ii) Associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship (or at least something 

akin to it) 4 and thus also its intrinsic value and/or the reason for why one ought to intrinsically 

value it. 

(iii) We should promote intrinsically valuable things/things we have reason to intrinsically 

value. 

Hence; we have conational associative duties. 

How the constitution of the intrinsic value of the nation is understood varies between different 

accounts. However, there seems to be a general agreement that the intrinsic value of the 

nation entails that it is valuable for its own sake and thus something that is valuable without 

serving a further purpose (Hurka, 1997 146;150; Miller, 2005 67-8). ‘Intrinsic value’ will be 

distinguished with the rather broad term ‘non-intrinsic value’. An entity with non-intrinsic 

value is understood as valuable in virtue of something distinct from that entity. Something 

with non-intrinsic value can either have a value as a means to an end, i.e. an instrumental 

value or it is derived from something external to itself, i.e. an extrinsic value. I will employ 

the term ‘non-intrinsic value’ to denote both of these kinds of value. How the concept 

‘intrinsic value’ and ‘non-intrinsic value’ will be further conceived of in this paper will be 

developed in more detail in section 2 and 2.1.2.  

                                                             
4 It is for example not obvious that this premise is part of Hurka’s (1997) intrinsic argument. However, he does 

understand partiality as a way of honouring one’s past and this is justified in virtue of the past that is worthy 

being honoured. Something it is in virtue of its intrinsic value. Consequently, I think this generic form of the 

argument is sufficient in virtue of it being a generic and thus simplified form of the argument. 
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The intrinsic argument for associative duties is beneficially compared with Robert E. 

Goodin’s so called assigned responsibility model. It argues that associative duties towards 

conationals5 are justified by being a way of discharging more general duties.6 In my opinion 

this kind of argument is lacking in at least two ways: first, that the associative duties are ways 

of discharging more general duties would reasonably mean that one would prefer other more 

efficient ways of doing so. This is of course partly an empirical issue, i.e. whether the nation 

(or the country as Goodin primarily talks about) is the most efficient mediator of the general 

duties. But we have reason to believe that nationalist sentiments can run contrary to general 

rights and hence general duties as proven by e.g. wars fuelled by such sentiments like the 

Bosnian war. Secondly, in accordance with what Goodin (1988, 679) points out about fellow 

countrymen; if my associative duties to my conationals are merely ways of discharging 

general duties, my conationals are not very special after all. Them being prioritized is merely 

an instrumental and practical way to fulfil the more general duties. In accordance with 

Williams (1981, p.18) it is possible to argue that derivative justifications such as e.g. 

Goodin’s account will entail one thought too many. In virtue of this, the justification seems to 

miss the point of conational partiality as it is expressed in commonsense morality and 

nationalism. In virtue of ascribing the relationship intrinsic value, the intrinsic argument on 

the other hand, properly signifies the uniqueness and distinctiveness of the conational 

relationship. It seems to capture the, as I interpret it, categorical claims of nationalist moral 

sentiments and perhaps partiality in general. When individuals justify their actions with 

claims such as “Because she is my sister!”, “We are both Swedes!” etc. it is often taken to be 

sufficient to justify special treatment of the relevant individual. Consequently, the fact that the 

intrinsic argument holds that it indeed is something special about my conationals, makes it 

conform with commonsense nationalism in a way that makes it pertinent and important to 

scrutinize rather than other arguments. 

There are several philosophers that understand intrinsic value/valuing as a source of partiality 

and associative duties (Kolodny 2003; Scheffler 2001; Raz 1989), and a few that argues that 

the intrinsic value of the conational relationship and nation constitutes a source of partiality 

                                                             
5 Goodin (1988) talks about ‘countrymen’, but his argument regarding the derivative reasons for having special 

concern for one’s countrymen will have implications for arguments regarding the special concern of one’s 

conationals. I thus treat it as a potential defense of the conational associative duties. 
6 Nussbaum (1996, 13) similarly argues that if one thinks oneself as equally responsible for all, one will perform 

one’s universal duties poorly.  
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and associative duties (Mason 1997; Hurka, 1997; Miller 1995;2005).7 Arguably the most 

prominent defender of this thesis is David Miller (1995;2005), while Thomas Hurka (1997) 

provides a distinct but nonetheless similar way of justifying conational associative duties by 

arguing from intrinsic value. Distinct in the way that Hurka (1997) provides a universalist 

defense of conational associative duties while Miller (1995) provides a particularist defense of 

conational associative duties. While their understanding of the intrinsic value of the 

conational relationship are distinct in an interesting way. Similar in the way that both Hurka 

(1997) and Miller (1995;2005) provides arguments from analogy with what they take to be 

paradigmatic cases of morally justified associative duties, while also ascribing the nation 

intrinsic value. The task at hand is now to present their separate accounts. 

1.3.2. David Miller’s Intrinsic Argument for Conational Associative Duties 

Miller’s intrinsic argument for conational associative duties partly consists of his rejection of 

ethical universalism and his adherence to ethical particularism. In Miller’s (1995, p. 50) 

interpretation of ethical universalism, it is an ethics concerning itself with generic human 

capacities and traits, and the only fundamental duties (i.e. non-derivative duties) are general 

duties. Miller (1995, p. 57) rejects such a view, and argues that since it requires us to abstract 

ourselves from our social particularities, ethical universalism and rational agency seriously 

misunderstands the human ethical predicament. The kind of moral deliberation ethical 

universalism prescribes causes a condition of rootlessness. It forces moral agents to occupy a 

position of nowhere. In this sense Miller (1995, p. 59-65) rejects universalist attempts to 

justify conational associative duties. Instead, Miller (1995, p. 58; p. 64) argues that the only 

way to understand the conational relationship as something with intrinsic significance is with 

ethical particularism. A position that holds that “[…] relations between persons are part of the 

basic subject-matter of ethics, so that fundamental principles may be attached directly to these 

relations” (Miller, 1995, p. 50). Moral agents are understood as encumbered with a variety of 

relationships and commitments to particular agents, groups and communities. Ethical 

reasoning is understood as having its starting point within the agent’s social particularity and 

consequently moral reasons and principles are fundamentally justified in relation to that 

particularity (Miller, 1995, p. 50). From this, Miller (1995, p. 70) goes on to argue that the 

national community can be understood as an ethical community that is generating associative 

duties between its members. This is however very general, and it does not prove that the 

                                                             
7 Arguably Lazar (2010) and Seglow (2013) could be considered espousing such views, however, as I interpret 

them their accounts seem to apply to citizenship and compatriots and perhaps not obviously conationals. Even 

more so than Mason (1997) 
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national community in particular is an ethical community generating conational associative 

duties. Miller seem to have recognized this and in later works (Miller, 2005) he expands on 

his defense of conational associative duties. Suggesting that special relationships meeting 

three criteria will be justified sources of associative duties: (i) they are intrinsically valuable, 

(ii) the associative duties can be shown to be constitutive of the relationship; (iii) the special 

relationship is not inherently unjust. 

With regards to (i), although Miller argues that non-intrinsically valuable relationships can 

generate associative duties, only intrinsically valuable relationships can support ‘ground-

level’ associative duties, something which he contrasts with contractual associative duties. 

The latter concerns relationships such as employee-employer relationships, where both take 

part in the relationship for instrumental benefits – if one could get the non-intrinsic benefits 

elsewhere and perhaps in a better sense; they would. The former is the kind of associative 

duties that are open-ended, and they are duties arising from membership as such (Miller, 

2005, p. 65, note 6). We have duties to keep the relationship alive that transcends its non-

intrinsic value, since the relationship as such is something that makes one’s life go better – it 

has intrinsic value. Miller then goes on to claim that the conational relationship and hence the 

nation have intrinsic value and that it supports such duties. Miller’s evidence for this consists 

of the, as he sees it, fact that people in general intrinsically values their nation and conational 

relationship. He then goes on to reason that the burden of proof lies on those sceptical of this 

intuition. Whatever non-intrinsic benefits and values provided by the nation, Miller 

furthermore argues, are conditioned and parasitic on the conational relationship being 

intrinsically valued. When believing that the conational relationship is intrinsically valuable 

creates a conational solidarity enabling mutually beneficial cooperation (Miller, 2005, p. 68-

69; 1993, p.9; 2010, p.384).  

Criteria (ii) requires the associative duties to be constitutive of the special relationship in 

question. Meaning that if the duties no longer would be acknowledged, the essential character 

of the relationship would be seriously transformed. The continuation of the nation as an 

ethical community constituting an intergenerational project requires that associative duties 

between conationals are acknowledged according to Miller (2005, p. 65-66; p. 69-70).  

The last criteria for a relationship being able to support ground-level associative duties is that 

the relationship and its fundamental attachments are not inherently unjust. Meaning that the 

existence of the relationship is not premised on unjust treatment such as exploitation of 

outsiders or unjust exclusion of potential members. This would, for Miller exclude racist 
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groups and criminal groups such as the mafia and so on. A crucial part of this last condition is 

the distinction between groups founded upon injustice and groups contingently acting unjust. 

The latter group can, for Miller, very well be such that membership in it supports ground-level 

associative duties but the former cannot (Miller, 2005, p. 66-67).  Nations, for Miller, are such 

groups. He does not give a positive account of this, but instead partially rejects the so-called 

distributive objection against associative duties. The objection claims that associative duties 

will result in some form of inequality. Miller notes that the same will hold for families and the 

problem is perhaps not whether we have associative duties, but the reach of these duties. He 

subsequently argues that inequality as such will not nullify the value of the associative duties. 

Rather it depends on whether the relevant inequalities are brought about in an unjust and 

exploitative manner. For Miller, it is not obvious that the inequality caused by conational 

associative duties are of such kind (Miller, 2005, p. 70-71). 

What is expressed in Miller (2005) can be understood as possible to serve as a stand-alone 

defense of us having conational associative duties. Meaning that it is quite possible to 

interpret it as separate from Miller’s ethical particularism. For the remainder of this paper, my 

argumentation will primarily address Miller’s defense of conational associative duties as such. 

Thus, concerns regarding ethical particularism will not be dealt with in any substantive sense. 

1.3.3. Thomas Hurka’s and Associative Duties between Conationals 

In The Justification of National Partiality Thomas Hurka aims to argue that conational 

partiality is analogous to, what he assumes to be, a justified form of partiality i.e. spousal 

partiality. As Miller (2005), Hurka aims to justify the conational associative duties by giving a 

general account of what constitutes justified forms of agent-relative partiality. However, what 

separate Hurka (1997) from Miller (1995) is that he rejects the defense of conational 

associative duties relying on, to some extent, ethical particularism. When considering what 

Hurka (1997, p. 143) denotes as ‘the metaethical particularist argument’, he argues that in its 

emphasis on an understanding of moral principles and codes as embedded within cultural and 

social particularities, it does not only exclude impartial morality,8 but a universal justification 

for nationalism and hence a universal defense of the conational associative duties. When e.g. 

an ethical particularist like Alasdair MacIntyre (1984) asks the question “Is Patriotism a 

Virtue?”  all he can really ask, according to Hurka (1997, p.143) is whether patriotism is a 

virtue within the particular culture A or within the particular culture B. To ask universalist 

                                                             
8 See the presentation of Millers argument in section 1.3.2. for a more detailed presentation of this metaethical 
view.  
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questions of the above-mentioned kind, according to Hurka, one need to abstract oneself from 

one’s social and cultural particularity (Of course, this critique will not obviously apply to e.g. 

Miller (2005) since it is possible to interpret it in separation from ethical particularism). Hurka 

(1997, p.147) sets out to defend one particular normative claim made by commonsense 

nationalism: a greater concern for one’s conationals. Hurka (1997, p.149) understands 

partiality as justified because special relationships hold between two people insofar it is 

supported by an objective basis. Hence subjective attitudes or feelings towards nationals, 

friends, spouses and so on are not sufficient to justify having associative duties to them. In 

order to identify this objective basis, Hurka (1997, p.150) considers what he takes to be a 

paradigmatic case of justified partiality: spousal partiality. He loves his wife, he argues, partly 

in virtue of her good qualities and partly because of their shared history. The good qualities 

ought to be genuinely good qualities, but not necessarily the best of their kind. His wife need 

not be the funniest that he is aware of in order for him to love his wife, partly, for her humour. 

The appreciation of his wife’s genuinely good qualities is perhaps necessary for his love, but 

not sufficient. If it was sufficient for someone be funny or kind for us to love them, Hurka 

(1997, p. 150) argues, he would leave his wife the moment he found someone with a higher 

degree of those qualities. Loving a particular person, for Hurka (1997, p. 150) is to love 

someone for qualities no one else have and that no-one else can share; the historical qualities 

derived from the participation in a shared history. This shared history, however, cannot be of 

any kind. It ought to be a shared history of doing good together, to each other or a joint 

suffering of evil or oppression. Since Hurka regards partiality as a way of honouring one’s 

past, if the shared history is sufficiently evil, it is not a proper basis for partiality. The shared 

history of a couple killing orphans together is e.g. not a proper basis for the attachment 

between the couple, while perhaps suffering at the hands of that couple together could be 

(Hurka, 1997, p.151-152).  

In theory, nations can quite easily meet the criteria of having good qualities. Just as an 

individual can have good qualities a nation can be just, tolerant etc. This furthermore does not 

imply chauvinism, in the sense of understanding one’s nation as better than every other 

nation. It is just necessary to believe that the qualities of one’s nation are genuinely good 

qualities, not the best of those qualities. However, the reason why the nationalist does not 

change his object of affection whenever he finds someone with better qualities are the nations 

historical qualities and whether this will apply to nations is not as obvious. In one way it 

seems rather strange to say that conationals share a past, one does not interact with a vast 
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majority of one’s nationals. Hurka (1997, p.151) argues, a proper common past can be 

constituted by a shared suffering or a jointly beneficial past, in this sense conationals could 

share a common past. How this common past will impact partiality and associative duties is 

for Hurka (1997, p. 153) understood as determined how it fairs in two historical dimensions: 

(i) the degree of which the relevant history involves interaction and (ii) the amount of good 

their interaction produced. Concerning conationals, they will indeed score low in the first 

dimension since conational relationships usually involves very little interaction between 

members. However, it will often score high in the second dimension. This is exemplified by 

the national health care system of Canada, where a nation, by creating a health care system, 

produces a lot of objective goods. Conational associative duties are thus, for Hurka, justified 

if the relevant nation has (i) good qualities, and (ii) good historical qualities, i.e. it involves a 

shared past of mutually beneficial interaction.  

2. Determining the Intrinsic Value of the Conational Relationship: Framing the 

Question  

In order to analyze to what extent special relationships in general and conational relationships 

in particular are intrinsically valuable, an account of what it means for something to have 

intrinsic value is necessary. Neither of the proponents of the intrinsic arguments presented in 

this paper provides a particularly elaborate account of what they mean with intrinsic value (at 

least not in their defense of the conational partiality thesis).9 Miller claims that intrinsic value 

means that the given thing is valuable for its own sake and having it in our life would make 

our life in general go better (Miller, 2005, p. 67). Hurka’s objective basis for conational 

associative duties arguably concerns objective goods with intrinsic value10 and a lot of 

philosophers have interpreted him in such a way.11  I will thus give an account of intrinsic 

value I deem plausible and understand whether the conational relationship can be understood 

as intrinsically valuable within the terms of that account. 

In this paper, to claim that an entity X is intrinsically valuable will be understood as a claim 

about the desirability of X. When claiming that X is intrinsically valuable one is giving a pro 

tanto reason for why is better to have X than not to have X for X: s own sake. As mentioned 

                                                             
9 See e.g. Hurka (1998).  
10 It is of course possible to argue that subjective goods have intrinsic value, but I interpret Hurka to understand 

the objective goods as intrinsically valuable which necessarily is not the case of the subjective “goods” which he 

sometimes refers to as undesirable (Hurka, 1997, p. 149-150). 
11 Philosopher’s interpreting him this way are, among others, Margaret Moore (2000;2001) and Friderik 

Klampfer (2000).  
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above, intrinsic value will be contrasted with non-intrinsic value (encompassing extrinsic and 

instrumental value), which is a value that a given entity X has in virtue of its relation to a 

distinct entity Y. Either the non-intrinsic value of X is derived from Y or X is a means to 

achieve Y. An example of the latter is money, where its value consists of its instrumental 

value, i.e. what one can get with the money determines its value, not the actual banknote e.g. 

The sentimental value of a picture of e.g. dead family member, exemplifies the former kind of 

value where the pictures value is not derived from the intrinsic properties of the picture but 

rather from the relationship the picture represents – it has extrinsic value. In contrast, intrinsic 

value will be understood in relation to the so called “Supervenience Principle” (SP), which 

holds that if an entity X is a bearer of intrinsic value, this intrinsic value will merely depend 

on (supervene) the intrinsic properties of X (Moore, 1922, p. 286). Consequently, to say that a 

special relationship has intrinsic value according to SP is to say that it has a value that merely 

supervenes on the intrinsic properties of that relationship. From SP follows the so called 

“Thesis of Universality” (UT) which states that if X is intrinsically valuable it is valuable 

wherever X appears (Lemos, 1994, p. 11). In virtue of SP nothing distinct from X can account 

for the value of X if it is to be considered intrinsically valuable. A way of analysing whether 

X has intrinsic value of this kind is with an isolation test. This test is conducted by imagining 

whatever entity you desire to analyze as the only thing existing in the universe and ask 

yourself whether that universe would be good. In this sense we isolate X and its intrinsic 

properties from external relations that potentially can have an impact on how we conceive of 

X: s intrinsic value (Moore, 1993, p. 236). 

To what extent can an isolation test help us determine the intrinsic value of a special 

relationship? Is it possible to imagine for example a conational relationship entirely isolated 

from all external relations? Potentially this could be considered problematic, since the nation 

and thus the conational relationship partly is defined by what it is not and what it excludes, 

i.e. the borders of let us say a nation-state (a political entity where nation and state are 

congruent) and what they serve to delineate is meaningful only insofar they are understood in 

relation to what they exclude, i.e. other nation-states, multinational states (i.e. when a state 

controls a political territory encompassing two or more nations) and so on. But perhaps, if we 

imagine the nation as a particular culture (in the sense described in section 1.2) and imagine 

this culture as the only thing in the universe, it might be possible to determine whether it is 

intrinsically valuable in the sense described above. Here it is important to remember, that 

those arguing for conational associative duties with the claim that the conational relationship 
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has intrinsic value also claims that the associative duties are a constitutive part of the 

relationship. Similarly, when arguing for the intrinsic value of friendship, Joseph Raz (1989, 

p. 18-20) argues that friendship is partly constituted by its associative duties and these duties 

are part of its value.12 In what sense can relationships of partiality be understood in isolation 

form external relations? Perhaps it is possible to imagine conationals with associative duties 

to each other as the only people in the universe. However, this seems to, at least partly, 

undermine the meaning of associative duties. Associative duties arguably are meaningful in 

the context of their being someone to distinguish the persons we have the special relationship 

with from other ‘ordinary’ people. It might be objected that it indeed is possible. If we 

imagine a married couple, alone in the universe, the associative duties they have in virtue of 

their marriage can be understood as meaningful in relation to what they are not, i.e. not 

married. To what extent the negation of the marriage can be understood as part of its intrinsic 

properties is however not obvious and to explore such a question would be outside the scope 

of this paper. Due to my agnosticism regarding the possibility of doing such an isolation test, I 

deem it suitable to adopt earlier amendments made to the isolation test. In these amendments 

it is suggested to determine the intrinsic value of X it is possible to ask whether X is good in 

separation from consideration of the goodness of its consequences and wider circumstance 

(Rønnow-Rasmussen, 2015, p. 31; Lemos, 1994, p. 10).  Consequently, part of this section 

will be devoted to the following question: is it possible to imagine the conational relationship 

as valuable separate from its consequences and wider circumstance? Thus, also in what sense 

the conational relationship have a value that merely supervenes on its intrinsic properties. 

Similar methods will also be employed to determine whether people in general, in accordance 

with Miller’s claim, intrinsically value their conational relationship. I.e. do we intrinsically 

value our conational relationship understood as separate from its wider circumstance and 

consequences? While also the question whether we are justified in doing so in virtue of the 

relationships non-intrinsic or intrinsic value will be answered. 

2.1. Critiquing Miller’s Argument for the Intrinsic Value/Valuing of the Nation 

Due to Miller’s (2005, p. 67) argumentation that the non-intrinsic value of nations is parasitic 

on people in general intrinsically valuing the nation, it is possible conceive of a distinction 

made in Miller’s intrinsic argument for conational associative duties. Namely the distinction 

between intrinsically valuing X and X being intrinsically valuable. The former says something 

                                                             
12 To be clear, I do not mean to suggest that Raz would necessarily understand friendship as intrinsically 

valuable in the described way. 
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about how X is valued by people, and the latter whether X actually is intrinsically valuable 

(i.e. can it objectively be considered intrinsically valuable). In this sense, it might be true that 

people in general intrinsically values X, but it might also be true that the X is not actually 

intrinsically valuable. I might for example intrinsically value a picture in my wallet (I see it as 

an end, and I do not conceive of its value as derivative from something other than the picture), 

but it might at the same time be true that its actual value is extrinsic rather than intrinsic. 

Miller’s argument for the intrinsic value of the conational relationship furthermore seems to 

rely on a principle similar to: If people intrinsically value X, this justifies us believing that X 

is intrinsically valuable until we are proven otherwise. Consequently, there are three possible 

avenues of critique: (i) deny that people in general intrinsically value their conational 

relationship and thus Miller’s empirical evidence for the intrinsic value of the conational 

relationship, (ii) give a compelling reason for why it is wrong to intrinsically value one’s 

conational relationship or (iii) deny that people intrinsically valuing X justifies us believing 

that X is intrinsically valuable. Although I have my doubts about the plausibility of (iii), I do 

not wish to question this premise here. Rather my argumentation will primarily focus on (i) 

and (ii).  

2.1.2. Do People in General Intrinsically Value Their Conational Relationship? 

In his argumentation for the claim that we intrinsically value our conational relationship, I 

interpret Miller as saying two things; firstly, as described above, we would miss the 

conational relationship/nation even though its non-intrinsic value was achieved by other 

means. But also, secondly, that if we suffered bad things that can be understood as extrinsic to 

the nation, it would be considered better to suffer them in a nation, than suffering equally bad 

things outside of it in virtue of the intrinsic value provided by the relationship. To what extent 

is this plausible? 

Imagine something akin to a world government/cosmopolis where all the services of the state 

were provided for and furthermore, imagine that somehow there were no more nations. Would 

people consider the world government less valuable than let us say a nation-state providing 

the non-intrinsic benefits of the nation? If so, what exactly is it that they would understand as 

reducing the value of a world government? I am doubtful whether I personally would consider 

the nation-state more valuable than a world government or cosmopolis of some kind. Whether 

this is because I deem the non-intrinsic value of the world government as potentially superior 
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to that of the nation-state13 or whether I do not intrinsically value whatever Miller argue 

people in general would miss – I am not sure. Of course, the former would entail a violation 

of the pre-set conditions of the thought experiment and hence, for the time being, I cannot 

pursue that thought any further. For the sake of argument, assume that something would be 

missed by a majority of individuals. A majority of Swedes would deem the world government 

a little less valuable than the nation-state for whatever reasons. What exactly would their 

reasons be? Something that quite quickly comes to mind is their national identity that is 

assumed by the conational relationship, Miller for example argues that people who do not 

value their nationality misses out on the opportunity to “[…] understand their individual life 

in the context of a lasting collective project shaping the physical and political environment 

they live in.” (Miller, 2005, p. 68-69). In this sense, what people would miss according to 

Miller is an identity through which they can understand and contextualize their life. Indeed, in 

the context of conational partiality Miller regards the recognition of one’s national identity as 

crucial, in recognizing one’s national identity one is also acknowledging having associative 

duties to conationals (Miller, 1995, p. 49). It thus seems likely that what Miller argues people 

in general intrinsically value and furthermore ought to intrinsically value is their own national 

identity. However, it is possible to question: is it really a national identity per se that is valued 

or is it just some form of collective identity? If the latter, what is so special about their 

national identity compared to other collective identities? People identify with a lot of different 

groups, sports teams, religious groups, groups with cosmopolitan aspirations such as e.g. the 

effective altruism movement and so on.14 To some extent people seem to intrinsically value 

all these kinds of collective identities. Miller (2005, p. 69) argues that identities such as e.g. 

those formed around music groups (i.e. music fans) cannot underpin political values and 

cannot place us in an intergenerational project. This since, in order to do this, associative 

duties ought to be presupposed in the group. However, arguably religious groups and other 

political groups can do both of these things. Do these groups also presuppose associative 

duties? If so, it is not obvious why us intrinsically valuing our nationality can entail claims 

akin to the congruency between the relevant nation and a state. This seems to undermine the 

exclusivity that is necessary for practical purposes and arguably commonsense nationalism. If 

people intrinsically value several collective identities and them intrinsically valuing the 

                                                             
13 For example, at least prima facie, a world government arguably could deal with the problem of global 

inequality in a better way due to a relaxed emphasis on borders and redistribution of goods in accordance with 

need rather than e.g. nationality. 
14 See Buchanan (1996) for a discussion on the uniqueness of nationality and McMahan (1997) for an argument 

that we should promote more diverse and complex identities rather than the national identity. 
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identities is considered as evidence for it being intrinsically valuable, we have reason to 

believe that both are intrinsically valuable so: which one should we prioritize? The one we 

intrinsically value most intensely (see e.g. Moore, 2000, p.180)? Furthermore, imagine a case 

where we live in a cosmopolitan world without nations. Where all its relevant goods were 

provided for and we can understand ourselves as part of an intergenerational and global 

project e.g. humanity. If people in general intrinsically valued the nation, they also would 

seem to hold that we have a pro tanto reason to invent nations. But why would they? All its 

non-intrinsic goods are indeed provided for and it is not obvious what exactly nationality in 

particular will provide for them terms of value to the situation. Perhaps some people would, 

but I do not think a majority would. Given the considerations above, it is furthermore 

questionable to what extent the relevant kind of evidence is viable. When Mill (2008, p. 24) 

e.g. argued for his proof of Utilitarianism, his argument was not that some of the people 

valued their own happiness, but that (nearly) each person did so. The universality of his 

statement is what, in my opinion, gave it its force. Do we universally value our national 

identity similarly as we value happiness? Nonetheless, even if it is true that people in general 

intrinsically value their national identity and thus conational relationships over most other 

identities and relationships, the more philosophically interesting question is whether they 

ought to do so. Consequently, this is the question that will be attended to next. 

2.1.3. Is it Justified to Intrinsically Value one’s Conational Relationship? 

In my interpretation of Miller, two separate justifications for why people are justified in 

intrinsically valuing their own nationality and thus conational relationship are provided: (i) 

nations are actually intrinsically valuable and (ii) intrinsically valuing one’s conational 

relationship and nationality has non-intrinsic value, in the sense that intrinsically valuing 

one’s nationality produces goods extrinsic to the conational relationship . I will deal with 

these in stated order. 

2.1.3.1. Should We intrinsically Value our Conational Relationships for its Intrinsic 

Value? 

In a famous passage in book III in The Republic Socrates proposes that, in order to construct a 

society of patriotic and loyal citizens, a strategy denoted as ‘the noble lie’. The noble lie 

consists of lying to the rulers and guardians of the city that they are, by birth, tied to one 

particular place on earth. They have no universal kinship with humans as such, but only those 

connected to the particular place on earth that they also are connected to. Compatriots, they 

are told, are your brothers and your country is your mother (Plato, 1973, p.105). It is a lie in 
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virtue of the fact that your compatriots are not your kin and in virtue of the fact that your 

country obviously is not your mother. A nation is constructed or invented in a similar fashion 

as a country. Echoing Anderson (1983), we can argue that the nation is imagined, via means 

of cultural artefacts such as language, literature, history and myths. The conational 

relationship consequently is constructed by means of true and (mostly) untrue stories about 

how and why conationals belong together. Miller (1995, p. 22) seem to support a similar view 

and regards conationals as connected by means of intersubjective beliefs of belonging 

together based on a belief of possessing certain similar objective characteristics. To some 

extent, it is thus possible to understand the foundation of the conational relationship as 

irrational (at least in an epistemic sense) in it being based upon national myths, i.e. an 

inspiring and unifying narrative that arguably quite often is untrue or at least operates 

similarly regardless of its truth-value. To the extent that e.g. knowledge have intrinsic value, 

nations seems to be constituted by practices and beliefs that are intrinsically bad. This is 

however not obviously relevant to the intrinsic value of the conational relationships in 

particular and special relationships in general. In an anticipation of a similar objection, Miller 

(1988, p. 655-666) argues that parent-child relationship is not less valuable just because it is 

based on an untrue genetic kinship, i.e. even though the beliefs regarding the parent and 

child’s genetic kinship are false, this does not undermine the intrinsic value of the 

relationship. The point being that even if some of the beliefs that constitutes a special 

relationship are untrue, the belief of attachment and shared belonging can still be valuable. 

This I believe is true about certain kinds of special relationships, such as the case described 

above by Miller, but not all.  

In accordance with Friderik Klampfer (2000, p. 230-231) it is possible to argue that whether 

or not the constituting untruth is relevant for the intrinsic value of the special relationship, 

depends on the constitution of the attachments that the untruth supports. Arguably the false 

belief of the family attachments genetic foundation is not constitutive of the attachment 

between parent and child. Meaning that the genetic ties, although not entirely irrelevant, are 

not decisively important for their being such an attachment, making the false belief about the 

genetic relatedness non-constitutive of the attachment itself. This while the false beliefs 

regarding national myths, a common ancestry and past is necessary and constitutive for the 

conational relationship. We cannot have a conational relationship about a, often, false belief 

about a strong common history, past and ancestry but we can have a family without false 

beliefs about genetics. The constitutive belief of the nation to have a common past and a 
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strong one at that arguably is false.15 There is room to object to this kind of reasoning and 

argue that whether or not the false belief is constitutive of the relationship is irrelevant to its 

value, or at least, it does not automatically disvalue the relevant relationship. It is also 

possible to argue that the genetic component of one’s family relationships are of great value 

and serves an important function in one’s personal identity and provides an implicit meaning 

in one’s life (See e.g. Velleman, 2005). In this sense, the genetic ties arguably are non-

constitutive of the family relationship as such, but nonetheless of great importance to the 

intrinsic value of the family relationship. I sympathize more with the former than the latter 

objection. With regards to the latter objection, whether or not biological ties are of great 

importance to the intrinsic value of family relationships will not be problematic with regards 

to non-genetic family relationships. This as long as the claim is not that the genetic aspect of 

family life is exhaustive of its intrinsic value. If one was inclined to make such a claim, one 

would have to deny the intrinsic value of the relationship between adopted children and their 

adoptive parents; something I think few would do. Regardless of the plausibility of this claim, 

it arguably will not help those desiring to argue for the intrinsic value of the conational 

relationship. Rather it would cast doubt upon the effectiveness of Miller’s analogy with the 

mistaken beliefs about genetic kinship as a way of underlining the irrelevance of true 

constitutive beliefs of special relationships. The former objection is a bit more plausible and it 

is indeed true that the fact that a constitutive belief of a special relationship is false does not in 

itself devalue the relationship. However, as Klampfer (2000, p. 231) correctly points out: 

“[…] if neither the content nor the existence of such constitutive beliefs can account for the 

alleged value of the relation […] the source of its must lie in the content […] [of] the kind of 

interactions and affiliations that these beliefs give rise to.” Meaning that if the value of 

conational relationship as such is controversial, it being controversial actualises the moral 

relevance of falsity of the constitutive beliefs. For example, to some extent the justification of 

Socrates’s (or perhaps Plato’s) noble lie is that it promotes something they take to be 

obviously good, however if the value of what it promotes is questionable, we have no obvious 

justification for the so-called noble lie.  

In order to further understand whether the conational relationship actually is intrinsically 

valuable, let us imagine a case where the conational relationship is present, but not only 

                                                             
15 It is important to clarify, that what is constitutive of the conational relationship is the notion of a common past 

and not the notion of a particular common past, which Miller argues is a background belief, i.e. a belief that 

supports the constitutive belief. In the case of the mistaken genetic tie, the genetic tie is the background belief 

(Miller, 1988, p. 654-655). 
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entirely devoid of its non-intrinsic value, but also a case where several non-intrinsically bad 

things are part of the case, then compare it to an identical case excluding the conational 

relationship.16  

In case 1 you are living under a draconic dictator in the nation-state Slombia. Living in 

Slombia makes you suffer to a degree of -10 but being part of Slombia gives you a national 

identity and you are a member of something bigger than yourself.17 You are given the 

opportunity to understand your life as part of an intergenerational project. To some degree 

you have the opportunity to shape your physical environment and also the possibility your 

political environment in virtue of a small chance of rising through the ranks of the Slombian 

political chain of command. Now imagine case 2, in case 2 you are off the grid so to speak, 

you are living alone but as in Slombia you suffer to a degree of -10. If indeed being part of a 

nation and thus being part of a conational relationship have intrinsic value, you would choose 

case 1 over case 2 or at least it would give you a pro tanto reason to choose case 1 over case 

2. But would it? Someone holding the affirmative position can argue that the transcendence of 

one’s individual context entailed by the conational relationship is intrinsically valuable. It is 

something that is necessarily part of the conational relationship and its value supervenes on 

this very fact. Imagine case 2 again, to some extent the individual in case 2 can say that, when 

comparing her situation with the situation illustrated in case 1, at least I got my freedom. The 

individual in case 2 would not be in the wrong to claim such a thing. Imagine the individual in 

case 1 comparing her situation to that described in case 2. It would seem rather strange for the 

individual in case 1 to say something along the lines of “at least I got my nationality”. In some 

sense, the value of the given nationality is contextual, i.e. it is non-intrinsic in the sense that 

its value is contingent on what it represents and the ends it promotes. A nationality that serves 

as an organizational platform for something inherently unjust such as the dictatorship 

described in case 1 is not valuable. Meaning that nationality is not intrinsically valuable since 

it fails to meet the demands of UT. I.e. if a given entity X is intrinsically valuable, it is 

valuable wherever it appears. Indeed, this is why Miller need to add the condition ‘not 

                                                             
16 This argument is inspired by Simon Keller’s (2013, p. 57) argument “At least it is a relationship” and 

suggestions from my supervisor. 
17 Of course, this kind of nation is not one that would be a suitable source of partiality according to Miller. This 

since it arguably is inherently unjust (in virtue of the dictatorship) and arguably justice have intrinsic value. 

However, Miller separates the condition of inherently unjust from the condition of intrinsic value. The claim of 

the intrinsic value of the nation would thus need a separate analysis from that of whether it is inherently unjust. 

I.e. it is three separate conditions that should be fulfilled in order for conational partiality to be justified 

according to Miller. If so, the condition of intrinsic value should be able to be fulfilled in isolation from the 

condition concerning the relationship being inherently unjust and an analysis of one condition should not need to 

take the claims of other conditions into account when doing this separate analysis.  
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inherently unjust’ and by doing so avoiding similar objections to the of the obnoxious identity 

objection (Caney, 1996, p. 127). It might however be argued, that it is perhaps true that the 

particular bad nation is not intrinsically valuable, but good nations are intrinsically valuable. 

The objection thus states that the intrinsic value of the nation is actualized first when it 

reaches a value greater than a certain stipulated threshold value. In this sense, Slombia will 

not be considered intrinsically good, but e.g. Thomas More’s Utopia (i.e. the society/nation 

mentioned in the book with the same name) will be, this since it has promoted certain values 

and goods to a sufficient degree. However, I have a hard time understanding what this 

threshold consists of if not goods entirely extrinsic to the nation i.e. values that do not merely 

supervene on the intrinsic properties of the nation. If the claim e.g. is that when the nation has 

sufficient amount of wealth e.g. it is intrinsically valuable, what is the good making feature of 

nations that is not exhausted by the wealth it produced? How exactly can we say that it is 

intrinsically valuable in the sense described in section 2? Surely the wealth is not part of the 

intrinsic properties of the nation? Or are poor nations not nations? Alternatively, are e.g. 

nations with generally low amounts of welfare not nations? Perhaps the national literature or 

culture in general could be considered intrinsically valuable. In this sense, the nation could be 

considered intrinsically valuable, since in some sense it could plausibly be part of the nation’s 

intrinsic properties. However, once again this will fail to meet UT, national literature is not 

intrinsically valuable by default. If the national literature is written with the intent to serves as 

propaganda for a destructive nation it is hard to understand in what sense the relevant national 

literature could be considered intrinsically valuable. It is thus also hard to understand to what 

extent nations can be intrinsically valuable in the aforementioned sense.  

Given the reasoning above, I deem the value of the conational relationship as being non-

intrinsic at best, and the best argument for why we ought to intrinsically value the conational 

relationship is in virtue of its non-intrinsic value. 

2.1.3.2. Should We Intrinsically Value our Conational Relationship for its Non-Intrinsic 

Value? 

Even if the conational relationship is not intrinsically valuable, it might still be justified to 

intrinsically value it for its non-intrinsic goods. Miller could thus argue that, the intrinsic 

valuing of the conational relationship could sufficiently serve as a premise in the intrinsic 

argument for conational associative duties. Miller (2005, p. 67) arguably implicitly suggests 

this when he claims that intrinsically valuing the conational relationship is a prerequisite for 

several goods extrinsic to it.  
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To intrinsically value one’s national identity and thus the conational relationship is to 

intrinsically value the truth and untruth that is constitutive of it. I.e. the national myths, beliefs 

about belonging, beliefs of common characteristics and quite often beliefs about the good 

characteristics one’s nation have. This object of one’s intrinsic valuing normally is given by 

birth; it is something that is involuntary. Simon Keller (2005, p. 568; p.581) proposes that 

similar characteristics are part of patriotic loyalty, and that a set of beliefs are fostered and 

formed about one’s country’s characteristics that the patriot form an emotional attachment to, 

and all are believed to be true. But due to this emotional attachment we are largely resistant to 

any challenge towards their truth and are prone to self-deception. We will hide displeasing 

truths or present unpleasing truths as pleasing untruth; the patriotic loyalty will be something 

that constitutionally inclines us towards bad faith. The patriot will thus judge his own country 

by one standard and other countries by another. This, I would argue, would similarly apply to 

nations, nationalism and thus conational relationships. The structural similarities between 

nations and countries are similar enough and indeed the national myths and tendencies to 

internalize these myths further supports the application. If so, I would like to argue, the nation 

and its relation to goods commonly held to constitute its non-intrinsic value will be seriously 

compromised.  

If it is plausible that intrinsically valuing conational relationships and the nation usually 

constitutionally inclines conationals towards bad faith, this will also seriously affect their 

moral judgement and plausibly distort it. This will consequently impact our moral deliberation 

regarding values and goods extrinsic to the nation, something that perhaps especially will 

yield for goods relevant for discussions of global inequality and climate change. It is not 

entirely implausible that the national loyalty implicit in the conational relationship will frame 

the discussion in a way that will be morally disadvantageous. For example, if a relevant nation 

collectively acts in a way that will not generate the extrinsic goods constituting its non-

intrinsic value or perhaps even be harmful, and if the conational relationship partly consists of 

a loyalty that is constitutionally inclined towards bad faith, there is reason to believe that they 

will frame their actions as a pleasant truth. There are several real-world examples of nation-

states serving as serious obstacles to social justice, problems of climate change and global 

distributive justice and other goods. When Donald Trump’s administration backed out of the 

Paris agreement for the sake of the US economy or when George W. Bush contrary to the 

advice of the UN declared war on Iraq both arguably constitutes examples of distorted moral 

deliberations with devastating effects on issues of, but not exclusively, global social justice 
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and climate change. However, is it possible that this would be counterbalanced by whatever 

goods extrinsic to the nation that are produced in virtue of this bad faith and national bias? 

Wealth inequality globally is much more severe than most regional and national wealth 

inequality (Alvaredo, 2018, p.9-13). This fact opens up several avenues of critique regarding 

the claim that the national loyalty is all things considered good. Besides similar considerations 

as those that will later be made in section 2.2.2. regarding the inefficiency of goods such as 

healthcare, it is possible to argue that global poverty is causally linked with global institutions 

that are coercively upheld as a means for affluent nation-states to continuously harm and 

violate human rights of foreigners (Pogge, 2002, CH5). It does not seem that far-fetched to 

assume that notions of bad faith are involved in the rationalisation this conduct.18 Arguably 

this kind of harm will be very hard to counterweigh. 

With an appeal to his critical deliberation suggestion, amounting to describe how the content 

of associative duties between conationals ought to be arrived at, Miller possibly can object to 

the reasoning above. Via means of critical and democratic deliberation between conationals 

(Miller, 1995, p. 26), it is possible to argue that the effects of the bad faith will be mitigated 

and the distortion of the moral deliberation of nations will be less severe. However, it is not 

obvious why the bad faith will not also have an impact on this critical deliberation. An impact 

that would significantly cloud the moral deliberation and thus also the path between 

intrinsically valuing the nation and the extrinsic goods constituting the nations and thus the 

conational relationships non-intrinsic value. Miller furthermore can object that conational 

relationships involving bad faith will violate his condition of the relationship being inherently 

just. I indeed agree that to the extent that bad faith dominates a moral deliberation it most 

likely also will be inherently unjust. If a dominating attitude of one’s moral deliberation 

amounts to misrepresenting empirical reality and its moral implications while also doing so in 

an inconsistent way, I will judge my own nation’s action with one kind of criteria and the 

other nations with another criteria – this is undoubtedly a moral deliberation that also is 

inherently unjust. However, if Miller would desire to claim that, he also would have to claim 

that all nations and conational relationships that somehow consisted of a loyalty 

constitutionally inclined to bad faith, also were inherently unjust. If so, very few, if any, 

nations and conational relationships would be legitimate sources of conational associative 

duties. Consequently, it would be a pyrrhic victory at best since it would mean that his 

                                                             
18 For more considerations of the consequences of a similar phenomenon, patriotism, see (Gomberg 1990, p.148-

149) 
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argument would not be able to accommodate for commonsense nationalism. This would 

possibly also cause problems for Miller so called split-level conception of political morality, 

i.e. the view that we have both global and national duties that ought to be harmonized when 

clashing (Miller, 2000, CH 10). Since, in virtue of the national moral deliberation being a 

moral deliberation characterized by bad faith the deliberation necessary for such a 

harmonisation would be compromised. It is furthermore possible to object, and argue, surely 

the relevant kind of bad faith also will yield for other special relationships such as families. 

This is however not obvious Keller (2005, p. 589-590) e.g. argues it is not obvious that the 

parent-child relationship has a constitution that inclines it towards bad faith, since it does not 

involve the kind of loyalty that is constituted by certain beliefs about the characteristics of the 

child. It might and often do involve such beliefs, but it is not constituted by it. But even if the 

relationships have a sufficiently similar constitution, it is not obvious that it would matter. 

What is at stake in the relevant argumentation is to what extent the conational relationship 

promotes goods extrinsic to it, thus the amount of goods the relevant bad faith serves as a 

hindrance of would matter. When a parent e.g. is biased toward her child, it might be the case 

that she considers her child better than other people’s children. The consequences of this bias 

compared to similar biases in national deliberation are arguably fairly small. It might be the 

case that the parent helps her kid get into a school ahead of another more deserving child. 

Which of course is an undesirable consequence, but this kind of bad faith within nations in the 

worst-case scenario can help constitute a misinformed and biased national discourse leading 

the relevant nation into a war.  

Ultimately, the claim that the conational relationship is something that promotes goods 

extrinsic to it is an empirical question. It is thus suitable to briefly comment some of the 

empirical evidence for the relevant claim. In Johnston et al. (2010) Miller’s claim about 

nationality’s role is examined in Canada. They only find partial support for Miller’s claim and 

warns about generalising their studies to other nation-states since other studies such as e.g. 

Shayo (2009) suggest that the relationship between strong national identity and support for 

redistribution is negative. Miller (2014) himself suggest that the relationship between social 

justice and the strength of national identity varies between societies. Suggesting that the 

balance between the inclusiveness of the identity and its strength is crucial. The relationship 

between nationality, conational relationships etc. and goods extrinsic to the nation is 

uncertain. Furthermore, if the reasoning above caries any weight, the uncertainty is even more 

prevalent. 
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In virtue of the reasons given above, I would argue that it is doubtful whether we ought to 

intrinsically value the conational relationship in virtue of its non-intrinsic value. However, the 

defense obvious weakness is its reliance on bad faith being part of the conational relationship 

something that possibly can be rejected. However, as of now, I deem it as a plausible claim.19 

Furthermore, we have empirical reasons to believe that the relation between nationality and 

goods extrinsic to it is not particularly straightforward and arguably this constitutes further 

reasons to doubt that intrinsically valuing our conational relationship promotes goods 

extrinsic to the nation. 

2.2. Hurka and the Intrinsic Value Nations 

Hurka understand the intrinsic value of the conational relationship differently from Miller. 

This he does insofar that he considers the intrinsic value of the conational relationship as 

contingent on it involving a past of mutually beneficial interaction, i.e. a past of producing 

objective goods. I do not wish to question whether objective goods are intrinsically valuable, 

this I deem as uncontroversial. However, I do wish to address two potential concerns: (i) to 

what extent objective goods are part of the intrinsic properties nations and (ii) how many 

actually existing nations would actually sufficiently meet Hurka’s criteria for associative 

duties? The former concerns the defense internal plausibility, and the latter whether it can 

accommodate for commonsense nationalism. 

2.2.1. Hurka, Objective Goods and the Intrinsic Properties of Nations 

In order to assess whether the objective goods Hurka argues amounts to the intrinsic value of 

the conational relationship, it is necessary to understand what he considers to be among the 

relevant kind of goods. One of Hurka’s example is the Canadian NHS, to what extent can e.g. 

universal healthcare be considered an intrinsic property of the nation? To some degree it can, 

at least if one understands it as belonging to a more general category, as Hurka does, i.e. 

beneficial interaction. However, the interactions status as being “beneficial” seems to be an 

extrinsic feature of the interaction. Some form of weak/indirect interaction arguably is part of 

a nation understood as an intersubjective imagining, but it being beneficial seems contingent 

and it is not entirely clear to what extent all nations necessarily amount to beneficial 

interaction. It is for example quite possible to imagine a nation with overwhelmingly harmful 

interaction, e.g. the Third Reich. Furthermore, to some extent what Hurka’s claim essentially 

amounts to is rather a value of nation-states, states and countries rather than nations in 

                                                             
19 For a discussion on the plausibility of the claim that patriotism encourages ‘bad faith’ see e.g. (Kleinig, 2015, 

p. 35-40) 
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particular. Margaret Moore (2001, p. 38) e.g. argues, when assessing both Miller and Hurka’s 

intrinsic argument, that the example of NHS and the rule of law seems to conflate the concept 

of the state and the concept of the nation. This in the sense that political action and state 

action is absolutely crucial in securing the objective goods. Rather than duties towards a 

nation and conationals she argues, it amounts to something more similar to political 

obligations of upholding certain political institutions and practices. In this sense, it is perhaps 

possible to argue that it is an intrinsic property of a country or state rather than a nation 

(although this is also questionable). To be fair, it is possible for Hurka to be quite restrictive 

with regards to the number of nations and conational relationship that will constitute a source 

of associative duties. While it also arguably is the case that some nationalities and thus 

nations have internalised something akin to universal healthcare, the Swedish nationality e.g. 

seems to be such a case in its internalisation of Folkhemmet. Nonetheless, Hurka mentions 

other candidates that plausibly could consider as intrinsic properties of the nation. Consider 

for example Hurka’s suggestion that sustaining a language is a potential source of beneficial 

interaction. Literature, tradition and culture all arguably constitute some form of beneficial 

interaction, all of which could be considered intrinsic properties of the nation. These plausibly 

are considered objective goods and intrinsically valuable and thus Hurka have a case for the 

intrinsic value of the nation.20Although this also could be considered doubtful, for example 

whether or not a tradition is intrinsically good arguably depend on the particular tradition. A 

tradition of sacrificing infants seems worse in virtue of it being a tradition, since it happens 

regularly etc. In a sense the value of tradition arguably depends on extrinsic properties and its 

value could be argued non-intrinsic. And as evident, of my discussion in section 2.1.3.1 I am 

sceptical with regard to what intrinsically valuable things can be considered part of the 

intrinsic properties of the nation. But, for the sake of argument, I will concede that some 

objective and intrinsically valuable goods could be part of the intrinsic properties of the 

nation, this however begs the question: to what extent this kind of justification will help the 

                                                             
20 In Hurka (1998), Hurka proposes a conditional understanding of intrinsic value, were the intrinsic value of a 

given entity X depends on certain relational properties of X. Meaning that how X and its intrinsic properties 

stands in relation to extrinsic properties can have an effect on X intrinsic value. Beauty is such a thing, were it 

being the object of someone’s admiration would increase its intrinsic value. This is not a denial of the intrinsic 

value depending on the intrinsic property as such, rather the intrinsic property of being beautiful still needs be 

understood as part of it as well as its relational properties. In this sense, Hurka can simply deny the 

supervenience principle and merely argue that the objective goods he argues are what constitutes the reasons of 

conational partiality are likely to relate to whatever the intrinsic properties of the nations are. Although it is a 

very interesting counter-objection it would necessitate an argumentation outside the scope of this paper 

concerning the plausibility of the conditional understanding of intrinsic value.   
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case of commonsense nationalism and consequently to what extent it will apply to most 

nations as they exist today?   

2.2.2. Hurka and the Intrinsic value of Contemporary Nations 

Hurka does seem open to assess the objective goods created in the past of a given conational 

relationship as an aggregate of different objective goods. This since he seems to understand 

the nation as producing several different goods while he also argues that the average quantity 

of goods per person matter (Hurka, 1997, p. 154). The only way I can imagine conducting 

such an assessment would be by means of addition and divide it with the number of people 

enjoying the goods. If this aggregative process is to be plausible, the harmful ‘goods’ and 

practices also need to be accounted for. Something that also Hurka seem open to, since he 

denies that special relationships with evil pasts are sources of justified partiality (Hurka, 1997, 

p. 151-152). Furthermore, since he claims that the average amount of goods is what makes up 

for the lack of interaction enjoyed in a nation and since there is very little interaction between 

conationals, the goods need to outnumber the harmful ‘goods’ significantly to justify 

sufficiently strong conational associative duties. According to the stated criteria, how many 

actually existing nations would be a source of justified associative duties? 

What first comes to mind are all nation-states with a history of colonialism or nation-states 

that are to some extent still guilty of similar practices. These nation-states would induce some 

scepticism regarding them having a past of overall positive intrinsic value. For example, it 

might be the case that conationals in Hurka’s native Quebec have a past of creating a lot of 

objective goods together, but it is also true that the history of Quebec is a history of European 

colonialization, slavery and racism (Henry, 2016). Hurka can either answer that the objective 

goods created by nations generally will be so great that it will outweigh a lot of problematic 

pasts such as a nation’s colonial history. Or he can argue that he only talks about very recent 

history, and the history of distant generations are irrelevant to whether contemporary 

conational partiality is justified. I find the former answer most promising. This since it is quite 

implausible to simply argue that past history is irrelevant when one is talking about nations 

understood as intergenerational projects, if so, the distant past is part of the conational 

relationship, its definition and furthermore its objective goods (e.g. language, literature etc.). 

It is also questionable in terms of the impact such history has on contemporary national, 

sociological and cultural contexts. To what extent colonialism is over is disputed and a 

common objection about postcolonialism is indeed its inclusion of the prefix “post” (Loomba, 

1998, p. 28-29) and it seems quite plausible to claim that racism and similar types of 
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discrimination are at least somehow connected to the colonial past (or perhaps present). While 

even if the prefix “post” is justified, the resources gained in the colonial past arguably heavily 

influences the objective goods that are created within particular nation-states. If so, it is quite 

implausible to argue that this past has no connection to the past relevant for this argument.  

As stated above, the second imagined counter-objection I deem more plausible. For example, 

the goods created by nations and nation-states are quite significant and it is not obvious that 

these will be outweighed by the badness of the past (of course depending on what nation-state 

we are talking about). However, since Hurka stresses the point that a past of doing bad things 

together cannot be a source of associative duties, he arguably would have some trouble 

arguing for why any postcolonial nation would constitute a justified source of associative 

duties. If so, he also would face problems to justify a significant amount of contemporary 

European nation-states. It is possible to imagine Hurka answering that since most of these 

nation-states have some kind of compensatory legislation and programs for past wrongdoings, 

we can argue that the relevant legislation can counterweigh these wrongdoings and in virtue 

of this, their particular conational partiality is justified. To what extent this will apply to most 

contemporary nations and nation-states is however doubtful and even if the formal aspects can 

be amended, there are a lot of informal aspects ingrained in national narratives that serves as 

implicit and explicit wrongdoings towards the victims of a nation’s colonial past. 

The discussion above make relevant the so-called ‘distributive objection’ against associative 

duties in relation to nation-states, nations and objective goods. The essence of the objection 

when concerning conational and compatriot partiality is that due to the fact that nation-states 

will differ in terms on how they distribute advantages among their members this will result in 

global inequality. With regards to nations and particularly nation-states this will mean that for 

example the good healthcare will be unequally distributed globally. If we agree that some 

version of the principle of diminishing marginal utility (the marginal benefit of a good 

diminishes for every extra additional unit of that good) is true, or at least in essence it seems 

to capture something true about the utility agents get out of goods such as healthcare or 

something akin to it, an argument for conational associative duties based on goods can be 

proven problematic. If redistribution of healthcare is done on the basis of conationality in 

affluent nation-states with comparatively healthy populations, they will in turn redistribute 

their healthcare primarily to relatively healthy individual’s rather than to less-healthy 

individuals in e.g. third world countries. And since what the principle of diminishing marginal 

utility says is that the more an agent have of a good x (health in this case) the less the agent 
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will benefit from it, to primarily redistribute within nation-states rather than globally arguably 

is inefficient. Of course, one can deny the plausibility of the principle of diminishing marginal 

utility, but I do not think it is the only way to argue against the national redistributive 

structure. In Rethinking the Good Larry Temkin (2012) proposes a quite intuitively appealing 

principle or moral view that arguably a lot of people holds. He denotes it as the Disperse 

Additional Burden View. It says “In general, if additional burdens are dispersed among 

different people, it is better for a given total burden to be dispersed among a vastly larger 

number of people, so that the additional burden any single person has to bear within her life is 

“relatively small”, than for a smaller total burden to fall on just a few, such that their 

additional burden is substantial.” (Temkin, 2012, p. 67-68). So, if we have a total suffering of 

100 to disperse among 100 individuals, it is better to distribute the burdens so that each 

individual gets 1 suffering rather than e.g. 2 individuals get 50 units of suffering, or 1 

individual gets 100 units of suffering. Plausibly, when redistributing health care, one has 

burdens to redistribute, or one analouglsly have the opportunity to alleviate burdens i.e. curing 

sick people. If one chooses the national redistribution structure rather than a more globally 

oriented structure, it seems that one concentrates the burden on the nation-states that are less 

affluent. Meaning that, rather than distributing 1 unit of suffering to 100 individuals, one is 

instead perhaps distributing 19.5 units of suffering to 5 individuals.  

What the argumentation in this section amounts to is not ultimately that nations and nation-

states do not produce goods - indeed they do. Rather the argument is that the national 

redistributive structure and its implying conational partiality constitutes an obstacle to the 

efficiency of the objective goods and their degree of goodness. I am of the conviction that this 

fact matters when one normatively appraises the nation and it being a contributor and 

producer of goods on the whole. In virtue of the argumentation above, it is motivated to doubt 

this, something which in turn can cause problems for Hurka’s justification of conational 

associative duties in terms of its application on contemporary nations and especially nation-

states. According to Hurka’s account of conational partiality, the degree of partiality between 

conationals is determined by the amount of goods produced. Since the national redistributive 

structure arguably constitutes an obstacle to the efficiency of goods, the degree of conational 

partiality allowed for within in Hurka’s framework is very limited at best. In this sense, 

Hurka’s framework will not properly serve as a support for commonsense nationalism since 

its support for actually existing nations is limited.  
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3. Intrinsically Valuable Relationship as a Source of Associative Duties 

It might be the case that my argumentation above is not very convincing, and it is still held by 

the reader that the conational relationship is intrinsically valuable or that we have reason to 

intrinsically value it. Furthermore, that both of the relevant accounts its intrinsic value will 

lend support to commonsense nationalism. But why does this necessarily mean that it is a 

source of associative duties? And to what extent will the reasoning for it being such a source 

be compatible with the normative claims of commonsense nationalism? 

At first glance, the claim that intrinsically valuable special relationships constitute a source of 

associative duties is indeed plausible and intuitively appealing. In some sense it is understood 

as a conceptual truth that partiality follows from a relationship being intrinsically valuable 

(See. e.g. Kolodny, 2003; Raz, 1989; Scheffler, 2001). Samuel Scheffler (2001, p. 100) e.g. 

argues that “[…] to attach non-instrumental value to my relationship with a particular person 

is just, in part, to see that person as a source of special claims in virtue of the relationship 

between us. […] I cannot value my relationship (non-instrumentally) without seeing them as 

sources of special responsibilities.” To properly value your relationship is to value it 

intrinsically, and to value it intrinsically will conceptually guarantee special reasons or duties 

(special duties are guaranteed for Scheffler (2001) and Raz (1989) in virtue of being part of 

the relevant relationship). Of course, the argument provided by Scheffler relies on the intrinsic 

valuing of the relationship, not its actual intrinsic value.21 In virtue of his emphasis on an 

objective basis, Hurka arguably would not accept such an argument. This while Miller would 

seem more open to it, in the sense that it being intrinsically valued could serve as evidence for 

it generating associative duties. Regardless, they both seem to understand the intrinsic value 

or valuing of a relationship as a source of associative duties. Section 3 will serve to question 

that understanding. 

3.1. From Intrinsically Valuable Relationships to Associative Duties 

It is possible to imagine a special relationship with intrinsic value that does not entail any 

associative duties. Consider the following example provided by Keller (2013, 51-2): imagine 

a friendship between a customer and a coffee shop owner. They like each other, look forward 

to seeing each other every day etc. The relationship seems to have intrinsic value and it might 

be true that this intrinsic value gives them associative reasons to maintain the relationship, but 

it would seem strange to argue that they have associative duties to do so. The customer would 

                                                             
21 Of course, Raz (1989, 19) argues that partiality relates to the actual intrinsic value of the special relationship. 
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not fail some sort of associative duty if she one day decided to get her coffee elsewhere. In a 

sense, the intrinsic value of relationship in question does not have an impact on what the 

owner and the customer owe to each other. All they owe each other are the general duties 

owed to humans qua humans. It is possible that both Hurka’s and Miller’s versions of the 

intrinsic argument can escape this particular objection. Hurka can simply argue that the 

degree of goods and interaction produced in the past is not sufficiently large in this particular 

relationship to justify any form of associative duties. In this sense, the problem is that the 

particular relationship is not intrinsically valuable enough. If Hurka were to claim this, and if 

it is acceptable that some sort of weighing of goods need to be done in order to determine the 

intrinsic value of a whole nation and conational relationship, it would, as argued above in 

section 2.2.2, be questionable to what extent nations as they exist today actually would be 

intrinsically valuable enough. How Miller would escape the relevant objection is, however, 

not as obvious. One possible reply would be that this does not support the kind of ground-

level associative duties he deems relevant since it is more contractual in character than a 

normal friendship – the value of the relationship is non-intrinsic rather than intrinsic. It is 

more like the relationship one has to co-workers that one is fond of. How this relationship is 

contractual to a similar extent as the one between employer and employee is however not 

obvious. With regard to Miller, it seems quite fair to argue that we have evidence that the 

relevant relationships are intrinsically valuable since we intrinsically value them. 

Furthermore, us intrinsically valuing the relevant relationships seems to produce extrinsic 

goods, such as pleasant conversation, perhaps workplace solidarity and morale that makes us 

produce more. While it could be argued that the mere existence of the relationship between 

the customer and owner of the coffee shop makes their lives go better. Regardless, if all 

intrinsically valuable special relationship does not necessarily constitute a source of 

associative duties, the question whether the conational relationship in particular is, opens up. 

3.2. Are Associative Duties Constitutive of the Conational Relationship? 

Arguably what separates the conational relationship from the relationship between the coffee 

shop owner and his customer is that associative duties are not constitutive of that relationship. 

The associative duties being constitutive of the conational relationship arguably is what 

makes its intrinsic value a justified source of associative duties. In order to promote the 

intrinsic value that is the conational relationship we need to acknowledge and honour its 

constitutive associative duties. 
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In order to scrutinize the claim that associative duties are constitutive of the conational 

relationship, I deem it necessary to expand on what this claim entails. When associative duties 

are constitutive of a special relationship, they are crucial to the form of the relationship. As 

stated above in section 2.1 the essential character of the relationship would be seriously 

transformed if the associative duties were not acknowledged. They are central to how the 

participants understand the relationship. It is not just an emotional attachment; it is something 

that transcends it. When considering whether conational relationships are such that associative 

duties are constitutive of the relationship, Miller makes a distinction between more casual 

cultural identities such as e.g. fans of particular music bands and national identities. In the 

former, Miller argues, there are no constitutive associative duties, while in the latter there are. 

This since the latter is an ethical community that serves to underpin political values, social 

justice and deliberative democracy, something the former cannot do (Miller, 2005, p. 68-69). 

Whether or not Miller’s empirical claim that nationality underpins social justice and so forth 

is dealt with above in section 2.1.3.2. What is more relevant to this section is to understand 

how Miller argues that associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship. To 

my understanding, Miller has two arguments for why this is the case. The first one is that the 

nation is an ethical community and the second relates to Miller’s understating of conational 

relationships as analogous to friendship. Friendship which Miller (2005, p. 65-66), in 

agreement with Raz (1989), understand associative duties to be constitutive of. Regarding the 

first one, it is not obviously clear what Miller means with “ethical community” and he does 

not, as far as I can tell, specify it any further in Miller (2005). However, in Miller (1995, p. 

71-73) and Miller (1993, p.5), he presents the ethical community as a pre-political community 

in which people, by membership, have certain associative national duties and rights. This I 

interpret as being motivated by Miller’s ethical particularism/communitarianism and the 

understanding of the starting point for moral deliberation is within one’s social particularly 

rather than from an abstract position of ‘nowhere’. To what extent Miller’s adherence to 

ethical particularism/communitarianism is justified and sufficiently explain why the nation in 

particular is such an ethical community is indeed an interesting question, but a question too 

large and furthermore outside the scope of this paper. However, without his ethical 

particularism/communitarianism the claim that associative duties are constitutive of the 

conational relationship because the nation is an ethical community becomes somewhat of a 

tautology. This is not to say that his argument is tautologous, rather that it entails an 

acceptance of a quite contentious premise that I cannot properly explore, a premise that in 
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turn entails the arguments conclusion. Consequently, I will instead focus on the question to 

what extent the conational relationship is analogous with friendship.  

Although the claim that associative duties are constitutive of friendship is not uncontroversial 

(Wellman, 2001, p. 224-230), it is nonetheless easier to provisionally accept than a 

communitarian/particularist metaethics and, as argued in section 1.3.2., it is possible to 

interpret Miller (2005) as a stand-alone defense for conational associative duties. So, for the 

sake of argument, if one assumes that associative duties are constitutive of friendship; to what 

extent can associative duties be understood as constitutive of the conational relationship in 

virtue of its similarity with friendship? Miller is not alone in proposing that the 

conational/compatriot relationship is similar to paradigmatically justified sources of partiality 

and associative duties such as friendship, family or marriage. As already mentioned, Hurka’s 

argumentation follow the same strategical pattern, while another proponent of a compatriot 

version of the intrinsic argument, Andrew Mason (1997), heavily relies on an analogy 

between citizenship and friendship.  

In an article criticizing Mason’s above-mentioned analogy argument for compatriot partiality, 

Christopher Wellman (2001, p. 221-222) argues that there are three obvious dissimilarities 

between friendship and compatriots. Compatriots relationship are not consensual in the sense 

that friendships are, friendship have an emotional bond that compatriot relationships lack and 

compatriot relationship are not intrinsically valuable. I deem it plausible, that similar 

reasoning can be applied to the conational relationship and furthermore be instructive in the 

task to decide whether associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship in 

virtue of its supposed similarity with friendship. 

The first and obvious dissimilarity between friendship and conational relationship is that, if 

my reasoning in section 2.1.3.1., is plausible, it is doubtful that the latter is intrinsically 

valuable. However, to what extent this is relevant to the question on whether or not 

associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship is not obvious. The 

differences that, on the contrary, will impact whether or not the associative duties are 

constitutive of the conational relationship is the involuntary nature of the conational 

relationship and its lack of interaction and emotional bonds. With regards to the latter one, in 

section 2.1.3.1 Socrates’s noble lie and the imaginary nature of the conational relationship 

was presented. We seldom meet, know or even care about particular conationals. We will not 

be aware of a vast majority of our conationals existence. As Wellman (2001, p.221-222) notes 

friendship, on the contrary, often involves a particular form of sensitivity towards the needs of 
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our friends and often an emotionally intense bond. I deem it plausible to argue that in a very 

important sense this emotionally intense bond seems to provide an epistemologically 

privileged position in relation to the well-being of one’s friends. If it is true that associative 

duties are constitutive of friendship, I think this epistemologically privileged position 

provides part of the explanation something that naturally will be lacking in the conational 

relationship. It is however possible to object, and argue that conationals will, in virtue of 

being conationals, have a better understanding of the needs of their conationals well-being. 

However, why this is I am quite unsure. Perhaps it could be argued that they have similar 

cultural needs. This, I deem as an insufficient reply, since it is doubtful to what extent this is 

true to any larger degree than in a very basic and superficial way. This while these cultural 

needs and goods only correspond to a very limited amount of associative duties, much more 

limited than those usually included by proponents of conational associative duties. For 

example, David Miller (2005, p. 75) desires to include redistribution of resources as a 

something comprised by considerations of conational partiality. This arguably will not be 

exhausted by nation-specific cultural goods, but material and other goods that are universally 

necessary for human well-being ought to be accounted for.22 It could however be argued that 

this dismissal is too quick. If you are a Swede, you will have much better knowledge about 

the political system and other structures that would enable you to better cater to your fellow 

Swedes basic needs compared to inhabitants of another country. I think part of the problem 

with this reasoning is that it rests upon a conflation between state and nation. If I e.g. live in a 

multinational state, the knowledge about that multinational states particular political system 

will not only help me to cater to the needs of those belonging to the same nation as I am a part 

of, but also other nationalities that live in the territory controlled by the particular state. Which 

indicates that the relevant knowledge and its applicability is in virtue of the state or perhaps 

country I am a part of – not the nation. 

If one denies that the epistemologically privileged position is part of what explains associative 

duties as being constitutive of the particular relationship, the argument above will not be 

particularly convincing. It is however possible to argue that the non-consensual nature of the 

conational relationship separates it from friendship in a way that will also cast doubt upon 

                                                             
22 It is important to note that Miller (2005, p.68) anticipates a similar objection in relation to the intrinsic value of 

the conational relationship. He argues, that the imaginary bonds and not knowing 99.9 % of one’s conationals 

would also hold for several other kinds of attachments. Churches, football supporters, and so on. This is of 

course true, but it will not have an impact on my argumentation here. This since associative duties are not 

obviously constitutive of the kind of attachments mentioned by Miller and it is thus not obviously relevant.  
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whether associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship. It is perhaps possible 

to become a certain nationality by choice, but, contrary to e.g. citizenship/membership in a 

country (it is quite feasible to move and get a new citizenship), most of the conational 

relationships are involuntary in nature – it is something one is born into. Wellman (2001, 

p.221) correctly notes that friendship on the other hand, often involves some voluntary 

elements, in the sense that one acts in a particular way to engage in the friendship and consent 

by means of the relevant kind of actions. If consent is an important aspect of the associative 

duties constitutive of friendship, then it is doubtful to what extent similar kind of associative 

duties are constitutive of the conational relationship. It might be objected, that families also 

are paradigmatically understood as partly constituted by associative duties, but families are 

not voluntary. It is perhaps plausible to agree with this objection to the extent that families 

partly are constituted by associative duties. However, the uncontroversial associative duties 

that parents have towards their children (it is not entirely obvious to me that children have 

associative duties to their parents or that siblings have them to each other, or at least these are 

not constitutive of the relationships between siblings or the child’s relationship to her parent 

[understood from the child’s end]) are not obviously non-consensual, or at least consent 

matter with regards to what extent the parent have associative duties towards her child. 

Consider the horrible consequence of the proposed heartbeat bill in Ohio, the bill that prohibit 

abortion from the moment a heartbeat is detected in the fetus. There are no exceptions for 

victims of rape and consequently, underaged girls raped that have become pregnant as a 

consequence of that rape, will not be able to get an abortion (Smith, 2019). Among many of 

the morally problematic and repugnant things about this is that the girl did not consent to 

engage in the action that made her pregnant. It is arguably also the case that, when her baby is 

born, the girl will not have any associative duties towards her child. This I think is, at least 

partly, explained by her lack of consent and the involuntary character of her particular 

predicament. If so, consent also seems to matter when it comes to associative duties within 

families. Consequently, it is doubtful that the conational relationship is sufficiently similar to 

paradigmatic cases of associative duties where the duties are constitutive of the relationship. It 

is thus also possible to conclude that it is doubtful whether Miller’s analogy argument serves 

as a support for the claim that associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship.  

3.3. Hurka’s Objective Basis as a Source of Partiality 

This section aims to deal with in what sense a past of producing goods constitute a plausible 

source of associative duties. In my interpretation of Hurka, such a past is what constitutes the 
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sole or at least most significant source of conational associative duties in virtue of the lack of 

interaction between conationals. First of all, it is useful to think about a paradigmatic case of 

justified associative duties, that between an infant and her mother. To what extent would a 

past of producing goods constitute a source of the mother’s associative duties towards her 

infant? Since they do not have any history together to speak of, it would seem that it is has 

little impact on whether the mother has associative duties to her infant or not. The obvious 

answer is that the level of interaction determines the associative duties in this case, and the 

interaction between a mother and her infant mostly is very intimate which would explain the 

strength of the associative duties. With this I agree, however the problem to explain why the 

goods are relevant at all still remains. It is plausible to assume that when the infant becomes a 

young child that the mother and the child have created some goods together, or at least 

significantly more than they had when the child was an infant. If one of the relevant historical 

dimensions for determining the degree of associative duties owed to the child are goods, 

arguably the associative duties of the parent will become more extensive and stronger 

overtime until the point where their interaction significantly diminish. Arguably this is to be 

considered counterintuitive, why would the mother’s associative duties towards the infant be 

weaker than those towards a e.g. her child when it is a three-year-old? This seems to indicate 

that a past of creating goods together is unreliable when it comes to determining the degree of 

the associative duties.  

Let us now consider another and more relevant example, imagine two nation-states. One with 

extremely poor inhabitants and one with extremely rich inhabitants. Both nation-states will 

be, according to Hurka, suitable sources of associative duties. This since the rich nation-state, 

by stipulation, have a past of doing good together, while the extremely poor nation-state have 

a past of joint suffering together. The strength of associative duties in the relevant nation-

states will be determined, in virtue of the lack of interaction between conationals, almost 

solely by the amount of goods their past have produced. Consequently, the extremely poor 

nation-state will only be able to motivate comparatively weak associative duties, while the 

extremely rich nation-state will be able to motivate comparatively strong associative duties. 

This could be argued to be unproblematic, surely the extremely poor nation-state should 

abandon ship when they can, and part of doing so is to seize the conduct that constitutes it i.e. 

honouring of the conational associative duties. That they should do so is not entirely obvious 

to me, however I do not think this is the most pressing and problematic implication possible 

to derive from the example above. Hurka (1997, 147) seem to think that we have other 
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general duties corresponding to more basic rights, one of these duties arguably are to, to some 

degree, help people that e.g. are not members of our nation-states. It furthermore seems 

plausible that these general duties are to be weighed against the conational associative duties 

and the strength of these duties matter. E.g. if one reimagines Goodwin’s example of the 

burning building, if we assume that we have a general duty to produce happiness in the world 

but also a range of associative duties. Now imagine a mother with a very strong associative 

duty to her child that happens to be in the burning building, her associative duty to her child 

seems to obligate her to save her child over Fénelon. Her associative duty arguably is stronger 

than the more general duty. This while the comparatively weak compatriot associative duty to 

e.g. save your compatriot does not necessarily (at least not as obviously) counterweigh the 

general duty dictating that you should save Fénelon. If so, the fact that the amount of goods 

produced in the very rich nation-state dictates that their associative duties and thus the amount 

of goods they have produced will be a strong reason for why they should prioritize their 

compatriots rather than other poorer nation-states. Meanwhile, the extremely poor nation-

state, will, in virtue of their poverty, have less reason to prioritize their poor compatriots and 

more reason to help non-compatriots. It is possible to object and argue that this might be true 

but, on the whole, surely the general duties will be stronger for the extremely rich nation-state 

to help other nation-states than for the extremely poor-nation-state to do so. I do not wish to 

deny this; however, the counterintuitive implication still remains. The affluency of the 

extremely rich nation-states give them a pro tanto reason to prioritize their compatriots in 

deliberations regarding e.g. global wealth redistribution. This, while the poverty of the 

extremely poor nation-state gives them a pro tanto reason not to prioritize their conationals in 

such deliberations. This arguably is an unacceptable implication: why would the affluency of 

one nation-state constitute a pro tanto reason not to financially help other nation-states? 

If the reasoning above is considered plausible, there is reason to doubt that Hurka’s basis 

constitutes an adequate source of associative duties. The argumentation above shows that 

when understanding goods as relevant in the special relationship that most clearly involves 

associative duties the implications are counterintuitive. While a focus on goods when 

determining conational associative duties generates the implausible implication that the 

affluency of rich nation-states give them a pro tanto reason to prioritize themselves in 

deliberations regarding global wealth redistribution.  
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Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to provide a critique of the claim that we have associative duties 

towards our conationals. In particular, it aimed to answer the question whether the intrinsic 

argument for that conational associative duties could serve as defense for the normative 

claims of commonsense nationalism. In its generic form the intrinsic argument can be 

described by the following syllogism: (i) the conational relationship is intrinsically valuable; 

(ii) associative duties are constitutive of the conational relationship; (iii) we should promote 

intrinsic value; hence we have associative duties to our conationals. It was argued that both 

proponents of the intrinsic argument in the end cannot provide a plausible defense of 

commonsense nationalism and its implicating associative duties. In the second section, 

Miller’s account of the intrinsic value of nations was questioned. It was deemed doubtful 

whether people in general actually intrinsically valued the conational relationship, thus 

Miller’s primary evidence for the intrinsic value of the nation was questioned. It was 

furthermore deemed doubtful, even if they did, whether they were justified in doing. It was 

proposed that we would be justified in intrinsically value our conational relationship if it had 

(i) intrinsic value or (ii) us intrinsically valuing it promoted goods extrinsic to the nation. 

With regards to (i), it was deemed doubtful whether the nation actually had intrinsic value. 

Rather, it was suggested, if it had value, its value was non-intrinsic. However, also this was 

deemed doubtful due to the fact that the implicating national loyalty of conational associative 

duties arguably inclined conationals towards bad faith. Something which seriously 

compromised the sense which the nation could promote goods extrinsic to it. While also 

arguing that a rejection of nation’s inclined towards bad faith as legitimate sources of 

associative duties, also would entail that Miller no longer could accommodate for 

commonsense nationalism. Consequently, it was concluded that Miller’s account of the 

intrinsic value of the nation is internally implausible, while it also was suggested that his 

condition of associative duties only being justified in relationships that are not inherently 

unjust arguably could make an accommodation for commonsense nationalism problematic. 

On a similar note, it was concluded that Hurka’s objective basis could not accommodate for 

commonsense nationalism, this sense a majority of currently existing nations could not live up 

to that standard. The internal plausibility of his account was furthermore deemed 

questionable, in virtue of the fact that it was not obvious whether any objective goods could 

be considered being part of the intrinsic properties of the nation. Thus, violating the 

supervenience principle as stated in the introductory section in section 2. In the third section, 

it was asked whether the accounts could plausibly account for why the potentially intrinsically 
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valuable conational relationship ought to be considered a source of associative duties. Miller’s 

primary argument for this was that conational relationships are sufficiently similar to 

friendship, and associative duties are constitutive of friendships. It was concluded, that it was 

questionable whether the conational relationship was sufficiently similar to a friendship or 

other special relationships that plausibly could be considered constituted by associative duties. 

Lastly, it was argued that Hurka’s objective basis of a mutually beneficial past of creating 

objective goods rendered in implausible implications when considered being a source of 

associative duties. Both with regards to paradigmatically justified sources of associative 

duties and the conational relationship. It is thus possible to conclude, that the normative 

claims of commonsense nationalism and in particular its normative claim that we have 

conational associative duties is questionable. Neither of the accounts of the intrinsic 

arguments for associative duties was able to sufficiently defend commonsense nationalism. 

This either in virtue of their inability to accommodate for some common intuitions of 

commonsense nationalism or in virtue of a questionable internal plausibility.  
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